
Particle Introverts & Extroverts



Stripes fade

• Sometimes very quickly (white light; microns) 

• Sometimes very slowly (fancy lasers; km)
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Long ripple, narrow color



Med ripple, medium color range



Short ripple, wide color range



Ripple length



Can have any color



What happens if particles overlap?
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Take starlight with perfectly random photon arrivals 
(ripples), and squeeze the light ripples onto a fiber



Photons interacting

• Photons randomly put on a fiber don’t arrive randomly spaced 

• They like to hold hands and ‘bunch’ 
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Repeat all previous experiments with different 
particles types



Particles move as waves and take both paths
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Particles interact with themselves



Particles mix with other particles
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Ripple length depends on range of color
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Particles like to hold hands and ‘bunch’
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Not true for all particles! 



Particle introverts & extroverts

• Some particles like to hold hands and bunch:  extroverts 

• Some particles avoid each other and ‘anti-bunch’: 
introverts



Extroverts (bunch)

• Photons, gluons, pions 

• Are called ‘bosons’



Introverts (anti-bunch)

• Neutrons, protons, electrons, quarks 

• Are called ‘fermions’

All particles are either introverts or extroverts

No particles will arrive randomly in time (bunch or anti-bunch)



One additional trick

• Introvert fermions can pair up to act like a bosons 
(extroverts) 

• Fermions are much friendlier with a wingman 

• Pions have 2 quarks (fermions), but behave like 
boson 

• Protons & Neutrons have 3 quarks, so behave like 
fermion 

• Bosons cannot be made to act like fermions



Favorite experiment

• Cool Helium to less than one 
millionth of a degree above 
absolute zero


• Drop onto a detector


• He4 has 6 fermions (2 
protons, 2 neutrons, 2 
electrons), bunches like a 
boson


• He3 has 5 fermions (2 
protons, 1 neutrons, 2 
electrons), anti-bunches like 
a fermion

phase space. As a result, for fermions the joint detection rate versus
detector separation is expected to exhibit a dip around the null
separation. Such a dip for a fermion ensemble must not be confused
with the antibunching dip that one can observe with a single particle
(boson or fermion) quantum state—for example, resonance fluor-
escence photons emitted by an individual quantum emitter20. In
contrast to the HBT effect for bosons, the fermion analogue cannot
be interpreted by any classical model, either wave or particle, and
extensive efforts have been directed towards an experimental demon-
stration. Experiments have been performed with electrons in
solids21,22 and in a free beam23, and with a beam of neutrons24, but
none has allowed a detailed study and a comparison of the pure
fermionic and bosonic HBT effects for an ideal gas. A recent experi-
ment using fermions in an optical lattice25, however, does permit
such a study and is closely related to our work.

Here we present an experiment in which we study the fermionic
HBT effect for a sample of polarized, metastable 3He atoms (3He*),
and we compare it to the bosonic HBT effect for a sample of polar-
ized, but not Bose condensed, metastable 4He atoms (4He*) pro-
duced in the same apparatus at the same temperature. We have
combined the position- and time-resolved detector, previously
used5,26 for 4He*, with an apparatus with which ultracold samples
of 3He* or 4He* have recently been produced27. Fermions or bosons
at thermal equilibrium in a magnetic trap are released onto the
detector, which counts individual atoms (see Fig. 1) with an effi-
ciency of approximately 10%. The detector allows us to construct
the normalized correlation function g(2)(Dr), that is, the probability
of joint detection at two points separated by Dr, divided by the
product of the single detection probabilities at each point.
Statistically independent detection events result in a value of 1 for
g(2)(Dr). A value larger than 1 indicates bunching, while a value less
than 1 is evidence of antibunching.

We produce gases of pure 3He* or pure 4He* by a combination of
evaporative and sympathetic cooling in an anisotropic magnetic trap
(see Methods). Both isotopes are in pure magnetic substates, with
nearly identical magnetic moments and therefore nearly identical
trapping potentials, so that trapped non-degenerate and non-inter-
acting samples have the same size at the same temperature. The
temperatures of the samples yielding the results of Fig. 2, as measured
by the spectrum of flight times to the detector, are 0.53 6 0.03 mK and
0.52 6 0.05 mK for 3He* and 4He*, respectively. The uncertainties
correspond to the standard deviation of each ensemble. In a single
realization, we typically produce 7 3 104 atoms of both 3He* and
4He*. The atom number permits an estimate of the Fermi and
Bose–Einstein condensation temperatures of approximately 0.9 mK
and 0.4 mK, respectively. Consequently, Fermi pressure in the trapped
3He* sample has a negligible (3%) effect on the trap size, and repuls-
ive interactions in the 4He* sample have a similarly small effect. The
trapped samples are therefore approximately gaussian ellipsoids
elongated along the x axis with an r.m.s. size of about 110 3
12 3 12 mm3. To release the atoms, we turn off the current in the
trapping coils and atoms fall under the influence of gravity. The
detector, placed 63 cm below the trap centre (see Fig. 1), then records
the x–y position and arrival time of each detected atom.

The normalized correlation functions g(2)(0,0,Dz) along the z (ver-
tical) axis, for 3He* and 4He* gases at the same temperature, are
shown in Fig. 2. Each correlation function is obtained by analysing
the data from about 1,000 separate clouds for each isotope (see
Methods). Results analogous to those of Fig. 2 are obtained for cor-
relation functions along the y axis, but the resolution of the detector
in the x–y plane (about 500 mm half width at e21 for pair separation)
broadens the signals. Along the x axis (the long axis of the trapped
clouds), the expected widths of the HBT structures are one order of
magnitude smaller than the resolution of the detector and are there-
fore not resolved.

Figure 2 shows clearly the contrasting behaviours of bosons and
fermions. In both cases we observe a clear departure from statistical

independence at small separation. Around zero separation, the fer-
mion signal is lower than unity (antibunching) while the boson signal
is higher (bunching). Because the sizes of the 3He* and 4He* clouds at
the same temperature are the same, as are the times of flight (pure free
fall), the ratio of the correlation lengths is expected to be equal to the
inverse of the mass ratio, 4/3. The observed ratio of the correlation
lengths along the z axis in the data shown is 1.3 6 0.2. The individual
correlation lengths are also in good agreement with the formula
lz 5 ht/(2pmsz), where sz is the source size along z. Owing to the finite
resolution, the contrast in the signal, which should ideally go to 0 or
2, is reduced by a factor of order ten. The amount of contrast reduc-
tion is slightly different for bosons and fermions, and the ratio should
be about 1.5. The measured ratio is 2.4 6 0.2. This discrepancy has
several possible explanations. First, the magnetic field switch-off is
not sudden (timescale ,1 ms), and this could affect bosons and
fermions differently. Second, systematic errors may be present in
our estimate of the resolution function. The resolution, however,
does not affect the widths of the observed correlation functions along
z, and thus we place the strongest emphasis on this ratio as a test of
our understanding of boson and fermion correlations in an ideal gas.
More information on uncertainties and systematic errors, as well as a
more complete summary of the data, are given in Supplementary
Information.

Improved detector resolution would allow a more detailed study of
the correlation function, and is thus highly desirable. The effect of the
resolution could be circumvented by using a diverging atom lens to
demagnify the source4. According to the formula l 5 ht/(2pms), a
smaller effective source size gives a larger correlation length. We have
tried such a scheme by creating an atomic lens with a blue-detuned,
vertically propagating, laser beam, forcing the atoms away from its
axis (see Methods). The laser waist was not large compared to the
cloud size, and therefore our ‘lens’ suffered from strong aberrations,
but a crude estimate of the demagnification, neglecting aberrations,
gives about 2 in the x–y plane. Figure 3 shows a comparison of
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Figure 2 | Normalized correlation functions for 4He* (bosons) in the upper
plot, and 3He* (fermions) in the lower plot. Both functions are measured at
the same cloud temperature (0.5 mK), and with identical trap parameters.
Error bars correspond to the square root of the number of pairs in each bin.
The line is a fit to a gaussian function. The bosons show a bunching effect,
and the fermions show antibunching. The correlation length for 3He* is
expected to be 33% larger than that for 4He* owing to the smaller mass. We
find 1/e values for the correlation lengths of 0.75 6 0.07 mm and
0.56 6 0.08 mm for fermions and bosons, respectively.
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